
Position
Position

First position

Position 1 - Service

N°2,3 and 4 are on the net to hide the service (O.o)

When the n°1 serves :

• The n°2 (The first setter) goes in position 2.
•
• The n°3 stays in 3 and the n°4 goes in 4.

Note: pay attention to the grey zone, in case of the opposite team returns
directly the ball on the server zone.

Position 1 - Reception

The n°2 stays in position 2.
The spikers 3 and 4 move in position 3 and 4.

Players in the back return more or less in the position of the second slide.

(We have to pay attention to the game. N°1 and 5 have to be ready to
covers the zone near to the net in case of the opposite team do the little
ball. In this situation the n°6 and the player on the back who didn't cover
the net have to cover the back of the court)
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Position
We do the first rotation and move to the position 2

When the first setter (n°2) serves.

Position 2 - Service

The first setter n°2 has the service.

When the n°2 serves :

The n°5 (The second setter) who is at the beginning on position 4 has to
go in position 2.

The n°3 who is in 2 has to go in 3.

And the n°4 who is in 3 just goes in 4.

Note: pay attention to the grey zone, in case of the opposite team returns
directly the ball in the server zone.

Position 2 - Service

The positions when the service is in the opposite court.

As in the slide 3 : n°2 and n°6 have to covers the attack of the n°3 or n°4.
And the spiker who didn't spike has to cover the other spiker in case of a
block.

The players who don't cover the spike have to pay attention of the back of
the field. In case of the opposite team plays back court.
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Position
Position 2 - Reception

When the opposite team serves :

The n°5 (The second setter) who is in the beginning the position 4 goes in
position 3.
The first set is in position 3.

The n°3 who is in 2 but stand in 3 goes in 2 and do his first spike in
position 2. (He moves after in position 3)

The n°4 who is in 3 goes in 4, slightly in the back to be able to do a
reception.

Position 2 - Reception

After reception, we do the first ball in these positions.

N°3 and 5 move only when the ball is in the opposite court.

Position 2 - Reception

This is how we are suposed to be when we sent the ball in the other side
of the court.

As in the second slide,  n°2 and n°6 have to cover the attack of the n°3 or
n°4. And the spiker who didn't spike has to cover the other spiker in case
of a block.

The players who don't cover the spike have to pay attention of the back of
the field. In case of the opposite team plays back court.
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Position
We do the second rotation and move to the position 3

Position 3 - Service

N°3 has the service.

When the n°3 serves :

The n°5 (The second setter) who is at the beginning on position 3 has to
go in position 2.

The n°4 who is in 2 has to go in 4.

And the n°6 who is in 4 just goes in 3.

Still have a risk with the grey zone

Position 3 - Service

After the service.

---> Maintain a global covering of the court, especially near to the net, to
the back and to the middle.
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Position
Position 3 - Reception

The first set is in 3.

The n°6 who is suposed to play in the middle does his first spike in 4.

The n°4 who is supposed to play in 4 does his first spike in 2.

Position 3 - Reception

After the reception, the same as usual.

--> Keep cover the court.

We do the third rotation and move to the position 4
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Position
Position 4 - Service

Same as the position 1.

N°5,6 and 1 stand at the net to hide the service.

When the n°4 serves :

• The n°5 goes in position 2.
•
The n°6 stays in 3 and the n°1 goes in 4.

Reception 4 - Reception

The n°5 stays in position 2.
The spikers 6 and 1 move in position 3 and 4.

Players in the back return more or less in the position of the second slide.

Position 4 - Reception
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Position
We do the fourth rotation and move to the position 5 which is the same
that the position 1 (except the players but the positions are the same).

Position 5 - Service

When the second setter (n°5) serves :

• The first setter (n°2) goes in 2.
• N°6 stays in 3.
• N°1 goes in 4.

After, we just have to repeat the other positions with the other
players.

So if you are the number 1, follow the movements of the number 4.
2 -> 5
3 -> 6

...
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